OUR MISSION
We are Chicago’s Jesuit, Catholic University—a diverse community seeking God in all things and working to expand knowledge in the service of humanity through learning, justice, and faith.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
Classical Civilization (BA) • English (BA) • English: Creative Writing (BA) • French (BA) • Greek (Ancient) (BA) • History (BA) • Italian (BA) • Latin (BA) • Philosophy (BA) • Philosophy: Social Justice (BA) • Religious Studies (BA) • Spanish (BA) • Theology (BA)

MAJORS
Classical Civilization (BA) • English (BA) • English: Creative Writing (BA) • French (BA) • Greek (Ancient) (BA) • History (BA) • Italian (BA) • Latin (BA) • Philosophy (BA) • Philosophy: Social Justice (BA) • Religious Studies (BA) • Spanish (BA) • Theology (BA)

MINORS
Arabic Language and Culture • Asian Languages and Literatures • Chinese Language and Culture • Classical Civilization • English • Ethics and Moral Philosophy • French • Greek (Ancient) • History • Italian • Latin • Literature in Translation • Pastoral Leadership • Philosophy • Religious Studies • Shakespeare Studies • Spanish • Theology

FIVE-YEAR PROGRAMS
English (BA/MA) • History (BA/MA) • Philosophy (BA/MA) • Spanish (BA/MA) • Theology (BA/MA)

The humanities focus on the expressions of human thought and values. As a humanities student, you will examine ethical behavior, novels, films, or spirituality. The humanities prepare you for a broad range of careers or advanced study.
Classical inspiration

At Loyola, the humanities are the heart of liberal arts education. Through your studies, you’ll explore myriad aspects of human culture. “The many departments and programs within the College of Arts and Sciences invite all Loyola students not only to lay a well-rounded foundation for life-long learning through the Core Curriculum but also to embrace a way of thinking critically that unleashes their deepest intellectual passions,” says Thomas Regan, S.J., dean.

Respected and accessible Faculty are committed to providing high-quality instruction and one-to-one mentoring. Their individual research and professional experience bring discussions to life as you learn both the theoretical and practical aspects of a discipline.

A well-rounded foundation

A liberal arts education in the humanities will prepare you for a wide range of careers, as well as graduate, medical, or law school. Loyola’s Career Development Center is an outstanding resource that can help you plan ahead and look forward to your career.

STANDOUT FACULTY

Respected and accessible

Through Loyola Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (LUROP), undergraduate students can pursue hundreds of research opportunities as well as get advice on how to apply and prepare for a research program.